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Dear Readers,

As everyone faces difficult times, the company which deals with the fulfillment of book sales
on behalf of Global Research is no longer able to provide its services. We are unfortunately
suspending the sale of print books until further notice.

Meanwhile, PDF versions are still available for purchase.

Thank you for your valuable support.

***

This Is the End of Free Speech Online

By Fraser Myers, March 20, 2022

This week the long-awaited Online Safety Bill was published, which aims to make the UK the
‘safest place to be online in the world’ – in other words, the country with the most strictly
regulated  and  censored  internet  of  any  liberal  democracy.  This  mammoth  piece  of
legislation was five years in the making, and those five years show. The bill is vast in scope,
and terrifying in its implications for free speech.

A Fourth Booster  Program Will  Kill  20 American Citizens and Will  Maim 2,500 via  Car
Accidents on the Way to the Doctor’s Office

By Dr. James Lyons-Weiler, March 21, 2022

Math says that about 2,500 people will have to seek medical attention for mild and serious
injuries from car accidents if  216 million people travel to the doctor’s office to receive the
fourth dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.
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Propaganda Machine at Work: Aussie Media Desperately Trying to Dissociate Cardiovascular
Injuries from COVID Vaccines

By Ramon Tomey, March 21, 2022

Australian  media  outlets  are  trying  to  dissociate  the  cardiovascular  injuries  suffered  by
vaccinated people from the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines, linking them instead to
“genetic mutations.”

Video: “The Criminalization of War” is The Avenue to Reaching World Peace

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 21, 2022

Major military and covert intelligence operations are being undertaken simultaneously in the
Middle East, Eastern Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, Central Asia and the Far East. The U.S.
military agenda combines both major theatre operations as well as covert actions geared
towards destabilizing sovereign states.

Video: Covid-19: Engineered Destruction of Civil Society: Prof Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Caroline Mailloux, March 20, 2022

Destabilizing the social, political and economic structure of 190 sovereign countries cannot
constitute  a “solution” to combating the virus. But that was the imposed “solution” which
was implemented in several stages from the very outset of the corona crisis in January
2020.  It’s the destruction of people’s  lives. It is the destabilization of civil society.

Nazification and Denazification in Our Own Times

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, March 20, 2022

Indeed, honest and balanced reports of all aspects of the conflict are few and far between.
Instead we in the so-called “West” are delivered onslaughts of anti-Russian hysteria written
and spoken by the propagandists charged to keep the business of war booming.

“Sudden Death of Corona Crisis” Versus “Sudden War with Ukraine”

By Peter Koenig, March 20, 2022

From one day to the next, a sudden change of priorities – of official UN and government, as
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well as media priorities, that is. Covid is out and war is in. And we, the people, are to believe
it.  Everything  changed.  Corona,  held  our  breath  for  the  last  two  years,  suddenly  it
disappears, as if it never happened, and makes place to a war, practically overnight. A war
that risks to escalate – they say – into a nuclear war. And a war where Russia attacks
Ukraine and may use nuclear weapons, thereby prompt NATO to retaliate also with nuclear
missiles – and bingo, we have WWIII.

Ukraine Crisis: Transcript of Leaked Nuland-Pyatt Call. “F**k the EU”

By Victoria Nuland, Geoffrey Pyatt, and Jonathan Marcus, March 20, 2022

This leaked telephone exchange was originally published online. It was reported by several
media including the BBC in February 2014.  This conversation between Assistant Secretary
of  State  Victoria  Nuland  and  the  US  Ambassador  to  Ukraine,  Geoffrey  Pyatt  confirms
unequivocally that Washington was involved in a Ukraine “regime change” operation in
February 2014.

“COVID-19 shots’ effects on fertility, targeting children with social pressure and coercion to
get jabbed”: Robert Malone and Candace Owens Interview

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, March 20, 2022

In this nearly four-hour discussion with Candace Owens, Malone touches on the global
narrative  that’s  intent  on  hunting  down physicians  and taking  away their  licenses  for
providing early COVID-19 treatment and how Bill Gates and Big Tech have succeeded in
creating monopolies and gained control of information.

Former BlackRock Advisor Tells RFK, Jr.: ‘FDA is in on the cover-up’

By David Marks, March 20, 2022

In an interview with former BlackRock advisor Edward Dowd on “RFK Jr.  The Defender
Podcast,”  Robert  F.  Kennedy,  Jr.  and Dowd discussed why they believe COVID vaccine
makers committed fraud, and government agencies know it.

“Sleeping With the Enemy”: Washington Asks Turkey (NATO’s Heavy Weight) to Deliver
Russia’s State of the Art S-400 Air Defense System to Ukraine to Defend itself against Russia

By Nauman Sadiq, March 20, 2022
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Slovakia’s defense minister said Thursday, March 17, that the country was willing to give
Ukraine  its  S-300  surface-to-air  missile  defense  systems  if  it  receives  a  “proper
replacement.” At a press conference in Slovakia with US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin,
Slovak Defense Minister Jaroslav Nad said Slovakia was discussing the S-300s with the US
and Ukraine.

The U.S. Has Killed More Than 20 Million People in 37 “Victim Nations” Since World War II

By James A. Lucas, March 20, 2022

After the catastrophic attacks of September 11 2001 monumental sorrow and a feeling of
desperate and understandable anger began to permeate the American psyche. A few people
at that time attempted to promote a balanced perspective by pointing out that the United
States had also been responsible for causing those same feelings in people in other nations,
but they produced hardly a ripple.
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